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ONLINE PERFORMANCE - Circuit Bridges features trumpet performer Sam Wells on a virtual concert
stage November 14th, 2020 at 2:00 PM Eastern Time
Vox Novus in collaboration with Virtual Concert Halls, the Turn Up Festival, and New Music Engine create
this unique Circuit Bridges concert to present the Trumpet and Electronic works from composers Valerie
Langfield, Patrick McGraw, Alice Shields, and David Jason Snow.
Come listen live! And interact directly with musicians and composers attending. Applaud them! Ask them
questions via chat! And enjoy the work being written and performed now by today’s composers.
You can listen at the following media platforms:
YouTube:
https://youtu.be/1qKjHE54Gq0
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/VCHS20/posts/194197282276681
Vimeo
https://vimeo.com/451620067
The works featured are:
In Retrospect by Valerie Langfield
In Retrospect explores the sound of the unaccompanied instrument: its liquid, sometimes silver, sometimes
golden colours.
Valerie Langfield
Valerie Langfield’s compositional style is based on melodic shapes and outlines, exploring semitonal
dissonance and balance
Ditch Plains – by David Jason Snow
Ditch Plains is an audiovisual paean to summer, particularly a summer lost to pandemic lockdown.
David Jason Snow
David Jason Snow has been performed at the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, and at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C.
Mioritza - Requiem for Rachel Corrie by Alice Shields
Composed in memory of Rachel Corrie who was crushed to death March 16, 2003 by an Israeli forces
bulldozer trying to prevent the demolition of a Palestinian home in the southern Gaza strip.

Alice Shields
Alice Shields is one of the pioneers of electronic music, Alice Shields creates intense pieces drawing from
theatrical and spiritual traditions around the world.
A Force of Nature by Patrick McGraw
A Force of Nature is one of a series of pieces exploring sonic manifestations of the mathematical
phenomenon commonly known as “chaos.”
Patrick McGraw
Patrick McGraw who has had lifelong interest in the sciences led him to a Ph.D. in theoretical physics, but
the pull of his other great love, music, proved irresistible.
Thank you so much for your interest and support!
I look forward to seeing you online!
Sincerely,
Robert Voisey
RobVoisey@VoxNovus.com
Director of Vox Novus
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